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A key part of almost any computer role-playing game (RPG) is its .obj file (stdio .h). It allows you to create games in which the player has access to a virtual character with appearance, physical
data and mental abilities. This file also contains most of the information necessary for the behavior of the character: a list of his characteristics, skills, his weapons and armor. A big part of the

game is getting to know the character and their story. Character development can be carried out from a trial level to the passage of a mission, designed for a hundred game hours or several
weeks. In order for a character to be able to complete the game without knowing what the end will be, the game creators must provide him with input and certain skills. The most important

aspect of an .obi game is its graphics, although all other components (sound, music, etc.) also play an important role. Main types of games The main types of RPG games are Simulation of Life,
Turn-Based Strategy (Pathfinder (Saga)) and Survival Simulation. It is necessary to distinguish between system and dynamic games. System games are characterized by the fact that they contain
a system that allows the player to control the set of items available for use. For example, it may be a standard computer game that includes a map, a set of weapons, and other parts of the game

world. The player can modify the system using so-called character modules. Dynamic games include multiple playable units (players and their abilities), quests, scenario, combat, etc. Among all
of them, computer games are distinguished by a single criterion: they must be interactive. One of the most popular cartoon genres is fantasy. In this genre, there are many works created for this

purpose: When we look at the results of the work, we must ask ourselves: is this really what we want? What determines whether we will achieve a result, what needs to be done to go further? The
structure of the subject area is a system of interconnected classes, which belong to interacting with each other objects of objective activity (content). A subject area is an abstraction created by

programming tools, within which it is possible to build and change any objects and relationships between them. Synonyms An object diagram is a program that will be developed in the course of
solving the problem
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